
OUR COMMUNITY’S JEWS OF COLOR 
& INTER-RACIAL JEWISH HOUSEHOLDS



“Every Voice Counts” was designed, fielded, and analyzed by 
Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible (Rochester Research Group) 

in collaboration and partnership with 
Janet Sunkin (Survey Coordinator) and Judy Azoff (Survey Committee Chair)

Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible Janet Sunkin Judy Azoff

“This project was truly a labor of love from the three of us to the Jewish community we love. 
Although none of us were born or raised here, it is the community that became our home . . . 
where each of us have lived, raised our children, worked professionally, and volunteered 
for the past 40 years.” -- Judy, Janet & Jocelyn
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Survey data tells us stories.

Within a sample comprised of 2,395 
Jewish adult participants, 

here’s what we learned about 
the perspectives of our community’s 
80 Jews of Color and Inter-Racial Households. 
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Are you a Jew of color, 
or is yours an inter-racial family or household?

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

I am a Jew of Color My household /
family is inter-racial

No, I'm not in that
situation

% response 0.6% 3.7% 95.9%

[N= 80 of our Jewish Adult Respondents who are Jews of color or part of an inter-racial family / household]

N=11 N=69

Observation: These are the 

people whose perspectives 

we’ll be hearing about in the 

rest of this focused report.
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How warmly welcomed -- and included --
have you and your household / family members felt 

within our Jewish community??

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

% response 47% 29% 12% 4% 8%

Very Somewhat Not Very Not at All It Varies

Observation:  
Just under half (47%) have felt very warmly 
welcomed and included within our Jewish 
community, the remaining 53% less so.  

The following slide assembles their collective 
recommendations that might help them to 
feel more warmly welcomed and included.   

[N= 80 of our Jewish Adult Respondents who are Jews of color or part of an inter-racial family / household]
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What could our Jewish community be doing to help 
Jews of color and inter-racial households / families 

feel more warmly welcomed and included?

Emerging Theme #1:  Open your minds and your hearts to the full spectrum of Jews and 
the amazing mosaic we represent   Look beyond the Ashkenazi tradition and see 
what the rest of us bring to our Jewish community. 

“Have more publicized events like was put together with Rami Katz, Yamit Massachi and others. 
Educate.

Stop doing Purim as Americanized or Shushan Purim- pretend style. Let the actual Persians 
living in the community share the real culture. 

Say the Hebrew words the way they are actually written and not the Chabahd Ashkenazi way. Do 
blessings and prayers using tunes from other Jews in the world. Not the same old 
traditional way of Ashkenazi.

When having meals, prepare foods from other Jewish cultures. Enough with the tuna salad, egg 
salad, tabouile, Israeli Salad and bagels. 

Each of us has a different background. We are the unknown. We are not like others. So we need 
to feel and be included. 

We have music, art, food, clothing, prayers, blessings, life experiences and history. 
For example do you know what a Passover seder is like in the middle east? Or that the holocaust 

also affected the middle eastern Jews too? Many lost their freedom and lives too. 
Did you know that many of our rabbinical teachings came from the Persian Jews and are 

Zoroastrian based? There were Persians.
Africa has Jews too. How did the British forced-slavery affect them? 
SO much to know and honor. 
Let's learn and share together by highlighting each year to a culture.  So we learn all about the 

customs for each holiday over the course of a year.
It will take that long to learn those customs and try them out.

Thank you for asking this question! It is very important to us!”
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What could our Jewish community be doing to help 
Jews of color and inter-racial households / families 

feel more warmly welcomed and included?

Emerging Theme #2:  It’s really difficult being such a minority.  Please 
respect, accept, include and embrace us as a fully legitimate part of the 
Jewish Community.

 “If Jews would quit acting astonished at the idea of black Jews.” 
 “All Jews should be accepted. The color of their skin should not matter.”
 “Realize that Jews of color are as Jewish as those that are white.  The first time my 

husband wore a tallit after he converted, people in the congregation looked at him 
with not very positive expressions.  He was Jewish and supposed to wear the tallit.”  
(TBE)

 “More education on Jews of color so others will know that not all Jews are white and 
also on the contributions of Jews of color.”

 “More examples of Jewish people of color (POCs) in the curriculum, invited as guest 
presenters, etc.”

 “There needs to be more of us.  It's uncomfortable to be in a stark minority.”
 “Don't assume that we are all converts. Converts or not, we are part of the Tribe. 

Please treat us as such.”
 “Greet people and get to know them. Don't ask them if they converted, please never 

ask this. It can be really rude and immediately implies that you see us as ‘other’. Ask 
us what activities we'd like to be involved in. Ask us what concerns/worries you have 
that the Jewish community hasn't addressed yet.”

 “Help them deal with the racial issues, and show them that they are truly accepted in 
the community.”
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What could our Jewish community be doing to help 
Jews of color and inter-racial households / families 

feel more warmly welcomed and included?

Emerging Theme #3:  Race is just one example of how our Jewish community 
could and should reach out beyond its insular tendencies and become more open 
and inclusive towards the rest of us who too often feel like outsiders. 

 ”Rochester expects people who are Jewish and not white or not all white to give up their 
culture to be accepted. Rochester is ‘head in sand’ on what Jewish is around the US and 
the world.” 

 “My wife and kids feel welcomed because we go to a reformed temple.  The orthodox Jews 
in my neighborhood, on the other hand, will not even make eye contact with us or return a 
greeting.” 

 “Invite people over, try to visit with them MORE than once.  It doesn't feel good when 
people get to know you for one visit and then barely talk to you again.”

 “…it wasn't just race that led us to feel the Jewish community in Rochester is 
unwelcoming.  We think the community is so insular, so conservative in terms of religious 
practice and so 'old family' focused that it doesn't really understand folks like us who come 
from very different Jewish communities or experiences. This may be a function of our 
experience at TBK.”

 “…We feel that this Jewish community is geared toward/makes the assumption that 
everyone is financially well-off or at least stable, and therefore Jews who are not are 
excluded from full participation. We know white/Ashkenazi Jewish families who are 
financially excluded too, but Jews of color are more likely to come from a poor background 
and not have relatives who can help out financially.”  

 “Raise the consciousness of the Jews. They seem to live in suburbs where they are all 
white. How many have personal friends that are not Jewish or Jews of color?. Do they 
reach out to members in their own congregations to invite them for a meal at their home 
or celebrate the holidays with others who have no family in town?” 
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What could our Jewish community be doing to help 
Jews of color and inter-racial households / families 

feel more warmly welcomed and included?

Emerging Theme #4:  Build positive bridges of mutual respect with 
our community’s other traditions and cultures – within and 
beyond Judaism itself.  

 “Include more rituals, celebrations of both cultures like Juneteenth, etc.” 

 “Organize some kind of multi cultural/multi racial event(s).” 

 “More cultural events. Not RELIGIOUS events, but cultural (music, food... etc). My husband is half 
African American and half white European, and we love cultural events that are aimed at learning 
about ANY culture (Black History Events, Spanish Heritage Events... We have friends who are 
Native American and we've been invited to a Pow-Wow).... We want our kids to understand all 
cultures because they don't necessarily LOOK LIKE they belong to just one... And they don't.” 

 “Provide education at synagogues on the diversity of the Jewish community. 

Caribbean , African, Asian , Anusim Jews. Not all are Ashkenazi.

Jews of color are not always made to feel welcomed.  

This is more a problem than the Interfaith issue.”

 “I think aligning Jews with issues of race is important. At least have opportunities available. This 
could happen with Tikkun Olam or Volunteering opportunities, or partnering with Black or Asian 
churches perhaps.  Having a voice/discussions/movie screens of films with POC-- Selma, 13th, 
etc.”
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As part of our series of ‘counting’ questions, we asked all our 
participating Jewish adults the following question: 

“And understanding that Jews of color are an increasing 
presence within the American Jewish community, within your 

household how many people self-identify as...”

# in our 
sample

% in our 
sample

Est. in our 
community

…White or 
Caucasian?

4,649 91.7% 17,334

…Mizrahi or Middle 
Eastern?

157 3.1% 585

…Black or African 
American?

20 0.4% 75

…Hispanic or 
Latino?

81 1.6% 302

…Asian? 45 0.9% 168

…Multi-Racial? 81 1.6% 302

…Other? 39 0.7% 145

5,072 100% 18,911

8.3% of our

Jewish 

Community

members

self-describe

as Jews of color

[i.e. something 

other than white 

or Caucasian]

Our survey finds

a regional total of 

1,577 Jews of color 

and  a projected 

333 inter-racial 

households  and/or 

families.
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Concluding Summary

 We’re told that Jews of color are becoming an increasing proportion –
and an increasingly recognized proportion – of Jewish communities 
across North America and beyond.  In Rochester today, according to 
our survey, just over 8.3% of our population now self-describe either 
themselves and/or a household member as Jews of color, a category 
comprised of one or more of the following: 

Mizrahi or Middle Eastern [3.1%]; Black or African American 
[0.4%]; Hispanic or Latino [1.6%]; Asian [0.9%]; Multi-Racial 
[1.6%]; Other [0.8%].

 Moreover, an estimated 3.7% of our survey participants’ households 
and/or families are described as being inter-racial. That’s a regional 
total of 1,577 Jews of color and a projected 333 inter-racial 
households  and/or families.
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Concluding Summary (continued) 

 Our Jews of Color seem to feel almost as warmly welcomed in our Jewish 
community as our overall sample – with room for both to improve.

 When asked what our Jewish community could be doing to help them feel 
more warmly welcomed, their open-ended advice offers four emerging 
themes: 

1. Open your minds and your hearts to the full spectrum of Jews and the amazing mosaic 
we represent   Look beyond the Ashkenazi tradition and see what the rest of us bring to 
our Jewish community.

2. It’s really difficult being such a minority.  Please respect, accept, include and embrace us 
as a fully legitimate part of the Jewish Community.

3. Race is just one example of how our Jewish community could and should reach out 
beyond its insular tendencies and become more open and inclusive towards the rest of us 
who too often feel like outsiders. 

4. Build positive bridges of mutual respect with our community’s other traditions and 
cultures – within and beyond Judaism itself.

Very Some-
what

Not 
Very

Not 
at All

It 
Varies

All Jewish Adults   (2263) 46% 38% 7% 1% 8%

Jews of Color / Those with Inter-
Racial HHs and Families (78)

47% 29% 12% 4% 8%



… questions or comments?

Amy Libenson
ALibenson@JewishRochester.org
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester

mailto:ALibenson@JewishRochester.org

